The GLOBE Mission EARTH team and the AREN Project are out promoting GLOBE in local events and regional / national science teacher conferences.

NSTA Conference
Los Angeles, CA
In GME session: MISSION EARTH: Students working as scientists. Janet Struble, David Padgett, & Tracy Ostrom present on the GLOBE program and the opportunities students have to present their research at symposia.

NSTA Participants are testing out the clinometers they made. (Left)

Teacher Resource Fair
Chabot Space & Science Center
Oakland, CA
Tracy Ostrom (GME) promotes Elementary GLOBE to area teachers.

David Bydlowski shows the kite in which instruments are attached to collect observations in the AREN Project. (Right)

MSTA Conference
Novi, MI
Andy Henry explains the AREN Project to teachers.

J. Struble (GME), A. Henry, J. Bouwman, D. Bydlowski (AREN) provided GLOBE training on clouds and surface temperature.

Jeff Bouwman, Shumate Middle School, describes how he implements GLOBE in his classroom.